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Traffic congestion is a big economic and environmental 

problem. Therefore, traffic engineers try to understand the 

causes of traffic congestion. However, there exists no effective 

method to understand the origin of traffic congestion at the 

microscopic level: Who is the magical “first driver” in traffic 

congestion? How does the slowing of the “first driver” 

propagate to the driving behavior of following cars? 

Our objective is to develop the Scenario Framework that 

includes (1) the Scenario Markup Language (SML), a novel 

scripting language for specifying and orchestrating events in 

highly dynamic scenarios such as traffic scenarios,  2) 

technique to create reproducible traffic situations and this 

ensures the reproducibility of the drivers’ experience, and (3) 

capabilities for driver behavioral data collection. 

 

 <SML:director> 

  <task taskId=“FindSuitableCars"> 

      <para  name="DesireSpeed" val=“50"/> 

      <para  name="DistFromTargetLoc" val=“LOC"/> 

  </task> 

   <task taskId="MoveToTargetLocation"> 

      <para  name="EntityId" val="ScriptedCarA"/> 

      <para  name="EntityId" val ="ScriptedCarB"/></task> 

<SML:director/> 

  

<entity name  = "vehicle_1" id=  " ScriptedCarA " > 

     <property name = “role" value = “collider"/> 

      <property name = "hazard_light" value = "on"/> 

 </entity> 

<event  id = “e1">  <condition> 

     <var  name = "severity" value  = "high">  

      <var  name = "collider" value  = "vehicle_1"/>  

      <var name = “ collided-with" value  = "vehicle_2"/>  

      <var  name = "position" value  = “ACC_LOC"/>  

      <var  name = "incident_type" value  = "car_accident"/>  

      </condition>  

</event> 

<entity name  = "vehicle_2" id=  " ScriptedCarB " > 

  <property name = “role" value = “collider"/>  

  <property name = "hazard_light" value = "on"/> 

 </entity> 
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